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Abstract: Using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) – Advanced Research WRF (ARW)
mesoscale model (WRF–ARW), we investigate how two nocturnal offshore rainbands occurring in
the Mediterranean basin are modified in a warmer sea surface temperature (SST). After sunset, the
thermal difference between land and sea air increases. Driven by drainage winds or land breeze, the
inland cold air interacts with the relatively warmer and moister air over the sea. Vertical movement
of sea air over the boundary between the two air masses may induce cloud and rain bands offshore.
When an increase of SST is prescribed in the WRF simulations, a change in the precipitation pattern is
simulated. The numerical experiments show an increase both in the extension and location of the
rainbands and in the precipitation rate. These changes, induced by the modified SST, are analyzed by
estimating and comparing several parameters such as the location of level of free convection (LFC),
Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE), or the triggering, deceleration and blockage terms of
simplified conceptual models.
Keywords: WRF; numerical experiment; sea surface temperature (SST); density currents; nocturnal
rainbands

1. Introduction
Offshore precipitation cells and bands along the coastline are commonly observed phenomena
during the night and early morning in several areas of the tropics [1–4] and in the Mediterranean
basin [5–9]. The mechanism that produces this type of precipitation is mainly associated to drainage
wind generated by nighttime radiational cooling. From late afternoon, inland air cools faster than the
air located at the coastline and over the sea. Consequently, this cooler and denser air begins to flow
towards the coast as it descends from mountain ranges and follows rivers and dry streams. When
it interacts with the warmer air over the sea, the structure of this relatively cold air mass resembles
a coastal front that may enhance vertical movements of the warm and moist sea air. This ascending sea
air may condensate, and in some cases precipitation occurs. Figure 1 shows an schematic representation
of this phenomenon.
On the boundary between the two air masses, a convergence area forms. Then, the warmer and
moister maritime air (at potential temperature θw ) is forced to move upwards over the cold air (having
potential temperature θc ). When ascending, this warmer air condensates forming stratiform clouds if
the air reaches its lifting condensation level (LCL). In some cases, convective clouds will appear if the
corresponding level of free convection (LFC) is reached. In both cases the depth of the colder inland
air mass (H) plays an important role in helping the wetter and warmer maritime air mass to reach LCL
or LFC [10,11]. No clouds will form if H < LCL.
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Figure 1. Scheme of cold air (having a deep H, characterized by potential temperature θc and drive
by wind velocity Vc ) flowing offshore and interacting with warmer air over the sea (with potential
temperature θw and lead by wind velocity Vw ). The Lifted Condensation Level is indicated as LCL, the
Level of Free Convection as LFC, and the Limit of Convection as LOC.

The location of the clouds and precipitation will depend on the velocity of both air masses
(warm, Vw and cold, Vc ). For simplification, we assume that the air masses are moving in parallel,
opposite directions.
Authors of [10,12,13] showed that the intensity of the synoptic wind (Vw ) and the land–sea
temperature difference determine the position and the rate of the precipitation. Specifically, Vc increases
with the potential temperature difference between the cold and warm air masses. Consequently, if a
large land–sea temperature difference exists, the precipitation moves offshore, while large values of
Vw move it onshore [14]. As expected, Vc is also influenced by roughness length over land [15].
1.1. Theoretical Parameters
Orography is a common factor that contributes to heavy precipitation events when an unstable
flow interacts with mountain ranges [16]. In order to simplify the complexity associated with mountain
precipitation, using 3D simulations, authors of [11] defined some parameters to explain the intensity
and the location of convective rainfall over an idealized mountain range. For instance, for convectively
unstable flows, they define the triggering convection parameter h/LFC, where h is the mountain
height. Values greater than 1 of this parameter suggest that convective cells appear over the mountain,
while smaller values indicate that convection is inhibited. Another proposed parameter that measures
deceleration induced on the upstream flow in low-CAPE conditions is NLFC/U, where N is the the
Brunt-Väisälä frequency and U is the horizontal wind speed of the flow blowing perpendicular to
the mountain. Finally, for stable flows [17] defined the parameter Nh/U and found that the air flows
easily over the mountain ridge with little blockage and minor accelerations on the lee side of the ridge
for Nh/U ≈ 0.25. For Nh/U ≈ 5, the flow is entirely blocked by the mountain and the air is forced
upwards with large vertical accelerations. Moreover, Wang et al. [1] predicted, from modeling studies,
that cloud bands would form at the flow separation line between warm and cold air masses if the ratio
B = U/N > LFC.
As a first approach, it can be assumed that the cool pool associated with a density current acts
as a mountain range that blocks, lifts and decelerates the prevailing warmer flow. Since these two
air masses have different densities they do not mix, and consequently the maritime air mass is lifted
mainly over the cold one. Thus, the triggering parameter h/LFC (proposed and defined by authors
of [11]) can be rewritten as H/LFC. While h and LFC defined in [11] are related to a single air mass,
it is important to note that in our case H is related to the height of the cool pool while LFC is calculated
over a warmer and moister maritime air mass. In the same way, the blockage parameter defined in [17]
is redefined as NH/U, where U is the relative wind speed of the two air masses. The Brunt-Väisälä
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frequency, N is evaluated near the boundary between cold and warm air masses, quantifying the
stability of the environment. It is evaluated according to the expression:
r
N=

dθ g
,
dz θ

(1)

Here, dθ/dz, is the vertical gradient of potential temperature (θ) with height (z). Although these
theoretical parameters do not take into account the synoptic features and consider only idealized
profiles, they have already been used to describe some coastal precipitation events in the Mediterranean
basin by authors of [9].
1.2. SST on the Mediterranean Basin
Sea surface temperature (SST) and air temperature control moisture and heat fluxes over the sea.
According to [18], when a front is formed, the depth of the cold air mass (H) is directly proportional to
the virtual potential temperature of the warm air mass, in our case the maritime air mass. In particular,
the higher the temperature and moisture of sea air (influenced by SST), the higher the sea air virtual
potential temperature. Consequently, H can grow helping the maritime air to reach LFC. In a previous
work, [15] concluded, by using mesoscale numerical experiments, that increasing SST enhances
rainfall rates over the sea. In [19] it was shown that an increase in SST affects the intensity and the
characteristics of tropical-like cyclones in the Mediterranean. Additionally, by performing numerical
experiments in [20], the sensibility of modeled precipitation with the SST over the Mediterranean was
shown, founding an increase of the precipitation rate and extension but moved offshore.
According to the Fourth and Fifth Assessment Report from the Intergovernamental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC, [21]), the SST worldwide has increased by an average of 0.7 ◦ C from the
beginning of the 20th century [22]. Particularly, in the west Mediterranean basin SST has increased
by approximately 0.6 ◦ C [23,24]. This value is consistent with the regular measurements of SST 4 km
offshore of the northeast coast of the Iberian Peninsula, where a clear increase in SST of around 0.7 ◦ C
has been recorded over the last 30 years [25,26].
Moreover, at the end of the 21st Century, a large increase in SST over the whole Mediterranean
basin has been projected for all seasons with the Sea Atmosphere Mediterranean Model (SAAM) [27].
The increase in SST in the whole Mediterranean basin in the IPCC–A2 scenario was evaluated by
performing several SAAM numerical experiments over the period 1960–2099. SST anomalies found for
the 30-year average in the period 2070–2099 compared to the 1961–1990 control period are: between
2.5 and 3 ◦ C in the western Mediterranean region in summer (near the Iberian Peninsula coastline);
and between 2 and 2.5 ◦ C in the eastern Mediterranean region during winter [28].
The relationship between SST and CAPE has been studied by several authors. According to [29],
over the tropical Pacific area, with an increase of 2 ◦ C the SST enhances the local evaporation and CAPE
increases by 800 J·kg−1 . These authors show that the air temperature lapse rate hardly changes and has
little contribution to CAPE variation. Authors of [30] investigated the response of CAPE to a warm SST
over the Pacific by using global circulation models. According to these authors, CAPE would increase
of around 200 J·kg−1 in most regions over the Pacific ocean if SST increases 2 K. Regarding convective
clouds intensity, according to authors of [30], an increase of CAPE around 200 J·kg−1 would result in a
10%–15% increase in the updraft air parcel velocity. These authors also show that, as a consequence of
the increase of 2 K in SST, an increase of 4 m·s−1 in the cumulus updraft velocity is estimated.
Here we investigate how offshore rainbands in the Mediterranean basin may be modified by
an increase of SST in the area based on IPCC projections. We select the two episodes producing the
heaviest precipitation in the Mediterranean basin among the 10 studied by authors of [9] and we
analyze how the location and intensity of the precipitation is modified when the projected SST increase
is included in the simulations. We study the rainband (RB) which occurred on 6 January 6 2011 in the
eastern part of the basin (near the Israeli coast, RB1), and the rainband that occurred on 6 September
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6 2011 in the western Mediterranean basin (at the northeast of the Iberian Peninsula, hereafter RB2).
Figure 2 shows the location of these RBs in the Mediterranean basin.

Figure 2. The Mediterranean basin. The squares mark the location where the influence of surface sea
temperature (SST) on two coastal rainbands are analyzed.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the methodology is described. Sections 3
and 4 are dedicated to showing and describing the simulations for the control run (CR) and for the
simulations where SST is increased (SSTR) for each studied case, respectively. The paper ends with the
main conclusions.
2. Methodology
The two selected rainbands, RB1 and RB2 produced the heaviest precipitations among the ones
studied in [9]. These authors focused their analysis in describing the mechanism driving the formation
of these RB by using radar and satellite imagery and mesoscale numerical simulations.
Here by using the same mesoscale model, the WRF–ARW [31], we perform additional
simulations (SSTR) where the SST is modified in the European Center Medium Weather Forecasting
(ECMWF) data following the results of [27] in the different parts of the Mediterranean basin in the
corresponding season: a 2.2 K increase of SST for the RB1 (occurred during winter at the eastern
Mediterranean) and 2.5 K for the RB2 (which occurred at the end of summer, in the western part of the
Mediterranean basin).
It is important to note that the aim of this investigation is not to evaluate the influence of global
warming in precipitation produced by the mechanism described above, but to analyze the influence of
these coastal rainbands in the Mediterranean basin on an increase of SST.
The variables used in the analysis (the comparison between CR and SSTR results) are: the 10-h
accumulated precipitation, wind field, depth of the cold air mass and the estimated parameters that
account for the triggering, blockage and deceleration that the cold air mass offers to the prevailing
maritime air [1,11,17].
WRF Set-Up
Version 3.3 of the WRF–ARW model is used to simulate the atmospheric dynamics during
the two episodes. The domains defined to simulate both precipitation episodes are shown in
Figure 3. The left panel shows the four nested domains defined for the episode occuring in the
eastern Mediterranean basin on 6 January 6 2011, with horizontal grid spaces of 27, 9, 3 and 1 km,
and 50 × 40, 76 × 64, 85 × 97 and 70 × 70 points, respectively. The simulation begins at 00:00 on
5 January, and finishes at 18:00 UTC on 7 January, 2011. The right panel in Figure 3 shows the three
nested domains defined for the episode occurring on 6 September 6 2011 in the western part of the
Mediterranean basin, with a horizontal grid space of 18, 6 and 2 km, and 80 × 80, 121 × 112 and
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148 × 148 points, respectively. The simulation begins at 00:00 on 5 September, 2011 and finishes at
18:00 UTC on 7 September, 2011.

Figure 3. Domains defined in the WRF simulations. The panel (a) shows the domains for the episode
occurring on 6 January, 2011 in the eastern Mediterranean basin (RB1). Panel (b) shows the domains
for the episode occurring in the western basin on 5 September, 2011 (RB2).

In all the simulations 42 η–vertical levels have been defined, 23 levels below 1 km. With respect
to the physical parameterizations, the MRF [32] scheme is used for the PBL, and RRTM scheme for
longwave radiation [33]; the MM5 shortwave scheme for shortwave radiation [34]; and WSM 6–class
scheme [35] for the microphysics parameterization. No cumulus parameterization is used for any of
the smallest domains because its horizontal resolution is lower than 3 km in all the simulations. In the
larger domains the Kain–Fritsch Scheme is used [36].
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The initial and boundary conditions were updated every six hours with information obtained
from the reanalysis of the ECMWF model at 0.125◦ of horizontal resolution. In all the simulations
performed two-way nested domains have been used.
3. The Rainband in the Eastern Mediteranean Basin: RB1
3.1. Observations
According to the 3-h accumulated precipitation detected by Tropical Rainfall Measurement
Mission (TRMM) [37], the precipitation appeared after 21:00 UTC on 5 January, and disappeared before
06:00 UTC on 6 January 2011. Figure 4a shows the 3-h accumulated precipitation at 03:00 UTC obtained
by the TRMM satellite with a maximum value of around 18 mm off the southern coastline of Israel,
and lower values at the northern coastline, from 4 to 8 mm. Figure 4b shows the Meteosat satellite
infrared image at 03:00 UTC on January 6, 2011, where an offshore cloud band is observed in front of
the Israel coastline at 03:00 UTC.

Figure 4. (a) 3-h accumulated precipitation estimated by TRMM at 03:00 UTC on 6 January 2011 and
(b) Infrared (IR) Meteosat satellite image at 03:00 UTC on 6 January 2011. The square indicates the
location of domain 3 used in the simulation.
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3.2. Numerical Simulations
Figure 5 shows the simulated 10-h accumulated precipitation in the smallest domain at 08:00 UTC
on 6 January 2011, obtained by (a) CR and (b) SSTR numerical simulations. Both lines of precipitation
are formed by several precipitations cells, with maximum values of 10-h accumulated precipitation
around 26 mm in both cases. However, the precipitation simulated by CR is closer to the coast.
Moreover, in the SSTR simulation the precipitation area is wider and a large number of cells show
higher values of 10-h accumulated precipitation.

Figure 5. Simulated 10-h accumulated precipitation (color contours) and surface wind field (arrows) at
the smallest domain on 6 January 2011 at 08:00 UTC, obtained by (a) CR and (b) SSTR (∆SST=2.2 K).

The differences in the location of the precipitation between the two numerical experiments can
be explained because greater land–sea air temperature difference increases thermal wind velocity i.e.,
the speed of the colder air mass [38]. Consequently, for the SSTR numerical simulation the line of
precipitation is shifted several kilometers offshore and the precipitation occurs mainly over the sea,
while inland areas received less precipitation. Figure 6 shows the wind speed difference between CR
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and SSTR numerical simulation at 04:00 UTC. Warm colors indicate an increase in wind speed for SSTR.
Higher SST increases the drainage wind speed by 5 m·s−1 in some areas. Consequently, the stronger
wind moves the line of precipitation offshore with respect to CR simulation.

Figure 6. Simulated surface wind speed difference between CR and SSTR at 04:00 UTC on January 6,
2011 in the smallest domain. Negative values (warm colors) indicate intensification of the wind velocity
for SSTR.

Regarding the cold air depth, some significant differences between CR and SSTR are noticed.
Lower values of H are obtained in SSTR numerical experiment, especially from 04:00 UTC. For instance,
at 06:00 UTC H is around 1000 m height in CR, while H is around 700 m height in SSTR (not shown).
Figure 7 shows the temporal evolution of the parameters that account for the triggering, blockage
and deceleration that the cold air offers to the prevailing flow from 00:00 to 09:00 UTC for SSTR (dashed
lines) and CR simulations (solid lines). These parameters are evaluated over the cold air depth as
described in [11] in idealized mountains and applied by [9] over some coastal fronts, from the variables
obtained by WRF simulation.
Regarding the triggering term (H/LFC), lower values are estimated in the SSTR with respect
to CR but they are not due to differences in LFC. No significant variations are noticed from 00:00 to
09:00 UTC, LFC is located approximately at the same height in both simulations. The reduction in the
estimated values of the triggering parameter is due to a lower estimation of H in SSTR. Despite the
lower triggering term, higher precipitation rates are simulated along the rainband in SSTR, and the
precipitation is wider. This can be explained because the triggering term does not take into account the
vertical wind speed of the ascending air, only accounting for the relation between the cold air mass
height, H, with respect to the LFC (note that H remains always around 1). The simulated vertical
velocity at the head of the cold air mass is higher in SSTR, and consequently, larger amount of heat
and humidity in a warmer SST can reach higher atmospheric levels. Consequently, thicker clouds can
be formed.
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Focusing on the blockage term (NH/U), lower values are estimated for SSTR, which is consistent
with the fact that H is lower in the SSRT. Furthermore, the upward maritime flow has a lower
deceleration (NLFC/U). Therefore, the maritime wet air can reach higher levels with respect to the
CR, forming deeper clouds, which produce a larger amount of precipitation, as shown in Figure 5b.
Moreover, SSTR simulates slightly higher values of CAPE, reaching a maximum value of 962 J·kg−1
over the cold air mass head at 06:00 UTC, whereas the maximum value of CAPE in CR is 871 J·kg−1 .
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Figure 7. Temporal evolution on 6 January 2011 of the estimated triggering, H/LFC (circles), blockage,
NH/U (asterisks) and deceleration, NLFC/U (squares) parameters in the SSTR simulation (dashed
lines) and the CR (closed lines) simulations.

4. The Rainband in the Western Mediterranean Basin: RB2
4.1. Observations
The reflectivity radar images show a rainband at the northeast of the Iberian Peninsula from 22:00
UTC from 5 September 2011 to the early morning on 6 September 2011 (see Figure 8a). Several weak
and isolate precipitation cells located parallel to the coastline were observed. Figure 8b shows these
cells forming a line of precipitation on 6 September 2011 at 01:00 UTC. Figure 8c,d shows the rainband
moving offshore from 03:00 until 08:00 UTC. This line of precipitation had an extension around of
150–200 km from 05:00 to 07:00 UTC on 6 September 2011.
Clouds associated to this rainband were also recorded by satellite sensing. Figure 9a shows
the thermal channel image recorded by Meteosat at 03:00 UTC, where clouds can be observed over
the same area in which reflectivity radar recorded precipitation. Finally, Figure 9b shows the 3-h
accumulated precipitation estimated at 03:00 by TRMM, at approximately the same location in where
the meteorological radar and Meteosat satellite recorded precipitation and clouds.
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Figure 8. Reflectivity radar images recorded by the Spanish Weather Agency (AEMET) radar network
on 4 September 2011 at (a) 22:00 UTC , and on 5 September 2011 at (b) 01:00 UTC, (c) 03:00 UTC and
(d) 08:00 UTC. The red square indicates the location of the rainband associated with the coastal fronts
analyzed in this section.

Figure 9. (a) Thermal IR channel of the Meteosat satellite and (b) the 3-h accumulated precipitation
estimated by TRMM on 6 September 2011 at 03:00 UTC. The square indicates the location of domain 3
used in the corresponding simulation.
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4.2. Numerical Simulations
Figure 10 shows the simulated 10–h accumulated precipitation at 08:00 UTC on 6 September 2011
obtained by (a) CR and (b) SSTR. CR shows a rainband of accumulated precipitation near and
approximately parallel to the coastline, that reaches around 30 mm over 10 h in several areas.
In SSTR the 10–h accumulated precipitation shows higher values in many parts of the rainband.
Additionally, in SSTR the rainband moves away from the coast and is no longer parallel to the coastline.
(see Figure 10b).

Figure 10. Simulated 10-h accumulated precipitation (color contours) and surface wind field (arrows)
in the smallest domain at 08:00 UTC on 6 September 2011, simulated by (a) CR and (b) SSTR
(∆SST = 2.5 K).

In order to explain these features, Figure 11 shows the wind speed difference on 6 September
2011 at 01:00 UTC between CR and SSTR. Negative values indicate that the velocity is higher in SSTR.
The intensified velocity of the drainage winds is noted by observing the red colors near the coastline.
This suggests that the inland cold air moves offshore faster as a consequence of the higher velocity
of the drainage winds, due to the larger temperature difference between land and sea air masses in
SSTR. It is remarkable that at the northern extreme of the rainband weak differences in wind velocity
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are simulated close the coastline. The precipitation here slightly moves offshore, while the center and
southern part of the rainband move faster offshore lead by the increased drainage winds.

Figure 11. Simulated wind speed difference between CR and SSTR in the smallest domain on 6
September 2011 at 01:00 UTC. Negative values (warm colors) indicate intensification of the wind
velocity for SSTR.

Figure 12 shows the temporal evolution of the parameters that account for the triggering,
blockage and deceleration that the cold air offers to the prevailing flow from 00:00 to 09:00 UTC
on 6 September 2011 estimated in the SSTR (dashed lines) and CR (solid lines) simulations.
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Figure 12. Temporal evolution on 6 September 2011 of the triggering, H/LFC (circles), blockage,
NH/U (asterisks) and deceleration, NLFC/U (squares) parameters in the SSTR simulation (dashed
lines) and the CR (lines) simulations.
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Regarding the triggering term, lower values are estimated in SSTR between 00:00 and 03:00,
and quite similar values from 03:00 to 09:00 UTC. This can be explained because LFC shows quite
similar values in both simulations, while H shows slight lower values in SSTR from 00:00 to 03:00 UTC,
and similar values for the rest of the night.
With respect to the blockage and deceleration terms, quite similar values are estimated in both
simulations, suggesting that the air flows in a similar way around the cold air mass.
Furthermore, simulated CAPE is larger in SSTR, reaching maximum values around
1700–1800 J·kg−1 (where maximum 1400–1600 J·kg−1 in CR).
5. Conclusions
The influence of an SST increase on the precipitation associated to two cases of interactions of
warm–cold air masses in the Mediterranean basin has been performed by using WRF simulations.
These experiments consist of increasing the SST by 2.2 and 2.5 K, depending on the studied episode,
according the projections obtained by [27] based on IPCC projections.
In the simulations with increasing SST, the precipitation associated to the rainbands shifted
offshore on comparison with the CR simulations. Moreover, wider precipitation areas, with higher
amounts of accumulated precipitation, are simulated in SSTR.
Concerning the wind, SSTR simulations show that drainage wind speed increases close to the
coastline. In these numerical simulations, the warmer sea-air induced by higher SST enhances the
speed of drainage winds, which moves further offshore than in the CR simulation.
Simulated values of CAPE over the boundary between the two air masses are also larger for SSTR:
an increase of 200–300 J·kg−1 in RB2, and near 100 J·kg−1 in RB1. These values are lower than those
obtained in [29], where it was found that over the tropical Pacific area an increase of 2 K in the SST
implies at least an increase of 800 J·Kg−1 in CAPE. However, the modification of the simulated CAPE
is in a good agreement with that obtained by [30]. These authors found that CAPE increases around
200 J·kg−1 over the Pacific ocean if SST increases 2 K. According to these authors, an increase of CAPE
of 200 J·kg−1 would result in a 10–15% increase in updraft air parcel velocity, of around 4 m·s−1 .
The modifications to the triggering, the blockage and the deceleration that the cold air offers
to the prevailing maritime sea–air have been also analyzed. Concerning the triggering term, lower
values are estimated in the SSTR with respect to the CR, due to lower values of the estimated cold air
mass depth, H, in SSTR. The blockage parameter shows lower values in the SSTR with respect to CR,
which is consistent with the fact that H shows lower values in the SSRT. Furthermore, as H decreases
in the SSTR, the upward maritime flow has a lower deceleration, as the estimated deceleration term
has shown.
Although global warming has many and complex interactions with atmospheric dynamics, the
variation of SST is a key factor that influences coastal precipitation. As has been shown, in a warmer
Mediterranean sea the rainbands are simulated further offshore, associated with higher amounts of
precipitation which fall over the sea. This may affect some regions where this type of precipitation is a
significant source of water.
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